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Abstract 
The notion of infinitely renormalizable diffeomorphisms i given. It is discussed that the reg- 
ularity of such diffeomorphisms is closely related to Hausdorff dimension of certain Cantor sets, 
and checked moreover that it is not possible to construct such diffeomorphism with C3 under our 
definition. 
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In two-dimensional dynamics we consider some questions for the dynamics of infinitely 
renormalizable diffeomorphisms, which are studied in [2], inspired by Denjoy’s theorem 
and Falconer’s book [3]. 
A construction of an infinitely renormalizable diffeomorphism is found in [ 1,4]. By 
making use of the construction the authors of [ 1,4] gave answers for a problem of whether 
there exist Kupka-Smale diffeomorphisms of the sphere with neither sinks nor sources, 
raised by Smale [7]. For C l+E-infinitely renormalizable diffeomorphisms the dynamics 
of the Cantor set found by them was characterized in [2]. It was proved [6] that a 
homeomorphism of a Cantor set with some conditions is topologically conjugate with 
the restriction to a Cantor set of an example constructed in [ 11. 
Before describing our result taken aim at this paper for infinitely renormalizable diffeo- 
morphisms we define an orientation preserving diffeomorphism which is called infinitely 
renormalizable. 
Let D denote the unit disk centered at the origin of lR2 and ! be an arbitrary integer 
greater than one. Take an infinite sequence (~7 1 n 3 1, 1 6 i 6 P} of points belonging 
to D. 
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Fig. I. 
First we define a sequence {Dy 1 n > Ii I < 1: < P} of subdisks of D and a sequence 
{rn I n 
(Dl) 
(W 
> 1) satisfying the conditions: 
0 < r1 < l/2 and 0 < r,+I < r,/2 for n, > 1, 
for fixed n > 1 and all i with 1 < i < t”, 0: is a disk centered at p? with 
radius r,, 
(D3) DlnD,“=flfori#jandn> 1, 
(D4) IJ;=: D:;!,n c 0,” for n 3 1 and 1 < i < en. 
Next we define a sequence {,fn} of diffeomorphisms satisfying the conditions: for 
every n 3 1 
(Fl) fn : D + D is a Cm-diffeomorphism, 
(F2) DF = fk-‘(DT) for 1 < i < P and fr(Dpl= Df, 
(F3) fn+~ and fn agree on the complement of U%=, D,“, i.e., 
(here EC denotes the complement of E), 
(F4) for 1 G i G en fn ID,” is a composition of a rotation and translation such that 
fn(p$) = p;” and fn(r)y) = p;+, for I < i < P - 1. 
Figs. 1 and 2 illustrate cases n = I and rz = 2, respectively. 
Under the above notations we need the following assumption to obtain our desired 
diffeomorphism. 
(A) There exists a constant C > 0 such that for n, > 1 
sup { max { liDzfn+l - Ill, IIDJ;;, - ‘[I} j z E ij D:} < C/e”. 
i=l 
The assumption (A) implies that {fn} . IS a C’-Cauchy sequence. Thus we have a limit 
f : D + D which is called an infinitely renorrnalizable difSeomorphism 
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Obviously K = n,,, UfL, DF IS a f-invariant Cantor set in D. Our results which 
will be made precise later depend heavily on the properties of the set K. 
Remark 1. The topological entropy of fly is zero, i.e., h(fl~) = 0. 
Indeed, for m > 0 denote as T,(E> E) the smallest cardinarity of the finite subset 
(~1, , yk} C E satisfying that for z E E there is yi (1 6 i < k) such that 
max{lfj(z)-fj(yi)I: O<j<m-I}<&. 
By (D 1)-(D4), for E > 0 we can choose N > 0 such that IO,“1 = 2r~ < E for 
I <i<eN.Thus 
eN 
r,(E, K) G T, E, U 0,” ( ) G eN i=l 
for m, > 0. Since the topological entropy of ,fl~ is given by 
h.(fl,) = lim lim (l/m) log~,(~, K), 
E--f0 m--too 
we have h(flK) 6 lime+0 limm+co( 1 /m) log eN = 0. 
Remark 2. flu is minimal, i.e., for any n: E K the orbit O(Z) = {f”(x): n > 0) is 
dense in K. 
Indeed, since T, --f 0 (n + oc), for E > 0 there is N > 0 such that 2rrJ < E. Since 
I( c (JzL, Dy, for two points x, y E K we have ZE t Dt and y E DtT for some ii 
and i2. Thus we have ifn(z) - yI < E since f”(D,y) = DC for some n (by (F2)). This 
implies the minimality of fly. 
For our definition we remark that the choice of subdisks Dp to nth stage is ruled by 
P number. Now we can describe one of our results as follows. 
Theorem A. Let f : D + D be an injinitely renormalizable diffeomorphism and K be 
the Cantor set constructed as above. 
If f is of C ‘+ then E < dimIf where dimH(K) denotes the Hausdofldimension 
of K. Moreover if f is of C2+E then 1 + E < dimfr(K). 
The converse of Theorem A will be proved for infinitely renormalizable diffeomor- 
phisms constructed without the assumption (A). We shall describe it later on. The fol- 
lowing lemma plays an important role in the proof of Theorem A. 
Lemma. Let (0; 1 n 3 1, 1 < i 6 P} be the subdisks satisfying (Dl)-(D4) and 
f : D + D be the injinitely renormalizable diffeomorphism. Then there exist a constant 
Cl > 0 and a sequence of points 5, in Ufl, Da satisfying 
lIDz,,f - 111 3 Cl/en (n 3 1). 
If we establish Lemma, then Theorem A is concluded as follows. 
Proof of Theorem A. For the case when f is of C2+’ we show that 1 + E 6 dimfT(K). 
Let Ct and {x~} be as in Lemma. Then, for n > 0 there is 1 < i, ,< P such that 
2, E Dz”,. For n > 0 we can take qn E D7n n K. We remark that D&f = 0 by (F4) 
and D,,, f = id by (A). From the mean value theorem we have that IID,_ f - D,_ f Ij < 
llD;,,f II . 1~ - qnl for some Yn E D2. Thus, 
jjD;,f 11 3 IPz:,f - Dqnf Il,‘l~n - qnl 3 CI,‘~~“~,. t*> 
Since f is of C2fE, there is a constant c > 0 such that IlDzf - Dif I/ < Clz - gylE for 
x, y E D, and so 
C(~G$ 3 ClYn - %I8 2 llD;,,f - D;,,f 11 3 c1/(2enm) 
from which we have 
rn 3 (c, p21+Een)“(‘+E). 
For n 3 1 and i with 1 < i < I?” let fil be a disk centered at pr (which is the center 
of Da) with radius 
(C,/~21+EC”)‘:(l+~), 
Then K’ = n,,,(u%l, 07) has the H ausdorff dimension which is calculated as 
dimH(K’) = - log~/log(l/e)‘/(‘f”) = 1 + E 
(for the details see Remark 6 described later on) and therefore 
dimH(K) > dimH(K’) = 1 + E. 
The proof of the rest of the statement is similar and therefore omitted. 0 
Remark 3. Within the class of maps defined above, no infinitely renormalizable map 
which is of C’ exists. 
Indeed, suppose f is of C”. Let Cl, {xn} be as in Lemma and let {in}, {yn}, {qn} 
be as in the proof of Theorem A. Then we have (*). Use the mean value theorem. Then, 
I~D~,,J - Dinfli < 1102,fll . (yn - qnl for some Z, E Dyn, from which 
llD;,,fll 3 /D;,,f - D&fll/l~n - qnl 3 (lD;,flI/27-, > Ci/(4tn7$ 
Take a subsequence {z~,} of {zn} such that lim,,, znJ = z E K. Since Dzf = 0, we 
have limjico 11 Dz,., f\i = 0, and thus 
Since &“Jla r2 ~n3,~ > 1 for some jn > 0, we have To,,) > l/e. Let X denote the Lebesgue 
measure of Iw2. Then we have 
Contradiction. Thus, Remark 3 was proved. 
A C”-Kupka-Smale diffeomorphism of the sphere with neither sinks nor sources was 
constructed in [5]. The main step of it is to obtain an embedding of the 2-disk without 
using the technique of [1,4]. Thus the method of [5] is justified by Remark 3. 
Remark 4. If a C’-diffeomorphism f : D + D constructed by Bowen and Franks [l] 
is of C’+E, then E < dimH(K). 
Indeed, the construction of an infinitely renormalizable diffeomorphism done in [I] 
does not require the assumption (A). Therefore Theorem A concludes Remark 4. 
Proof of Lemma. Since fe”(Df) = fF(DT_) = 0;” for n 3 1 (by (F2)), we can find 
:c, E 0; such that 
11 D,,, fe” - 111 > 1 /li. (**) 
Indeed, from Brouwer’s theorem it follows that fen+’ (p”) = p” for some p” E 07” 
Remark that p” is a periodic point with period e of f”” 1~;. 
For simplicity we fix n 3 1 and write n = DT_, f = .fe” I”;, PI = j?” and pi = 
7’-‘@,) (2 < i < e). Fig. 3 illustrates the following part of proof. 
Put qi = @(t+l)mode-Pi for 1 < i < e. Then each of qi is nonzero and can be calculated 
as 
I 
1% = 
./’ 
Ih(t)I dt (1 < i, < e)> 
0 
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Fig. 3 
where ci(t) = (1 - t)j& + tp(i+I),,,Ode. Since qi = f(&) - p, = j7ci+,jmode - pi for 
1 < i < e, obviously 
c Qi = (P2 - P,) + (P3 - P2) + . + (P, - Fe) = (O,O). 
2=1 
Remark that (7 - id)(ci(O)) = qi and (7 - id)(ci( 1)) = q(i+l)mode. Then we have that 
for 1 < i < e 
from which 
sup IID,>( - III 3 1% - q(a+l)modti/k?il. 
E[O,l] 
Thus, to obtain (**) it suffices to show that there is 1 < i 6 e satisfying 
1% - q(i+l)modt > l,e, 
l&l ’ 
(i) 
To do so if (?I is false, and put Iqi,,/ = max{ lqil I 1 < i < t}, then we have that for 
1 <i<e 
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Let C . 4~ denote e. qio = q+ + + qio. Since cf=, qi = (O,O), we have 
a contradiction. 
Therefore, for n > 1 there is Zn E 0;” such that IIDznfen - I/I 3 l/e. 
We now are a position to show the lemma. Since ]I DYfll < 1+ C/P for y E uhl, Dp 
(by the assumption (A)), by the choice of Zn E DT_ we have that for n 3 1 
en-1 
en-1 i-l 
C c IIDp(qf - III j=. P(zI)fll n lID 
i=O 
en-1 
< c ll+(z,,,f - III . (1 + W”)” 
i=O 
since llDyfll < 1 + C/P’ for y E 6 0,” 
i=l 
en-1 
6eC C II Dp(q.f - III> 
i=O 
from which we can find 0 < it < P’ - 1 such that 
1 
Putting 5, = fil (?&) and Ct = (e”e)-‘, we have the conclusion of the lemma. 0 
For a question of whether the converse of Theorem A is true, we can give an answer 
for infinitely renormalizable diffeomorphisms constructed concretely as follows. This 
construction somewhat generalizes that of Franks and Young [4]. 
Let D and ! be as before and take a finite sequence {pi 1 1 < i < e} of points 
belonging to D. Define a sequence {Di 1 1 < i 6 e} of subdisks included in D such that 
(D’l) for i, Di is a disk centered at pi with radius 0 < r < l/2, 
(D’2) Di n Dj = 8 for i # j, 
(D’3) uf=, Di c D. 
We consider an Coo-isotopy ht : [0, l] x lR2 + &I* satisfying 
(HI) ho(x) = z for z E lR2 and ht(D) = D, h,(DC) = DC for t E (0, l], 
(H2) hl(Di) = Di+l for 1 < i < e - 1 and ht(De) = D1, 
(H3) for a fixed c~ > 0 and t E [0, 11, htlp is a rotation of the angle ta: which is 
centered at the origin of II&*, 
(H4) fix 1 < i G .!?, and for t E [O, I], h,] f .Q, is a composition of a translation and a 
rotation of the angle to/e which is centered at pi. 
By using the isotopy ht : [0, l] x R2 + K?? we can define a C”-diffeomorphism 
g(i, N) : D + D by 
g(i, N) = k/N 0 h;!,j,N (N E N, 1 < i < N). 
Then it follows that 
h, = g(N, N) o g(N - 1~ N) 0.. o g( I, N). 
From now on we construct a sequence {D,” 1 n 3 1, 1 < i < P} of subdisks of 
D satisfying (Dl)-(D4) and a sequence {fn} of C”-diffeomorphisms of D satisfying 
(Fl)-(F4). These constructions are inductively done as follows. 
First put ft = hl. Obviously ft : D + D is a CD” -diffeomorphism. We write 0: = D+ 
and pf = pi for 1 < i < C. Then 
0; = ,;-I (Df) (1 ,< i < e), 
By (H2) and (H4) we have that ,fl (pf 
satisfy conditions (F2) and (F4). 
Next put 
=P :,I (1 < i 6 li - 1) and ff(p1) = ~1, which 
where 
(i + 1)mode = 
it1 forI<i<&-I, 
1 for i = e. 
Define a map p2 : D + 01 by /&(z) = r n: + ~1. Then Df’ = flz(D;) is a disk with 
radius r2. Write 
D’ = f;-’ (D;) (2 < i < e2) 
and denote as pf the center of 0: for I < i < e2. 
Obviously, f2 : D + D is a Cm-diffeomorphism and for z E 0; 
&~)=7~~(e,e)og(e- i,e)o.~.og(i,e){(~-P~)/~}+~~ 
=vhl((z-p;)/r) +p;. 
Thus the sequence {Df / 1 < i < k’“} satisfies the conditions (Dl)-(D4), and the 
diffeomorphism f2 : D --t D satisfies the conditions (Fl)-(F4). 
Continuing this process we obtain a sequence {fn / n 3 1) of C03-diffeomorphisms 
of D satisfying 
51 
where 
(i + l)moden = 
i+1 (1 <7I<P-l), 
1 (i = P), 
and a sequence {Da / n 3 1, I < i 6 P} of subdisks centered at pr with radius T” 
satisfying 
D ;“+I = &+I (D?), 
D”+’ = f;;‘, (or+‘) (2 < i 6 en+‘), 
where &+I : D;“-’ + Dp is defined by /I&+, (z) = T (x - p;“-‘) + p;“. 
The sequence {DF 1 n 3 1, 1 < i < P} satisfies (Dl)-(D4), and the sequence {fn} 
satisfies (Fl)-(F4). 
Remark 5. We can check that the sequence {fn} constructed concretely as above sat- 
isfies (A). 
Indeed, by Lemma 3 of [4], there is C’ > 0 such that for N E IV and x E D 
llD,g(i, N) - 111 < Cl/N. 
Thus, for 2 E 0: (1 < i < P, n. >, 1) 
IIDz.fn+l - 111 = ~~D~~,_,:L~,,n~g(i, P) - 11) < c//en. 
By the same way we can find C” > 0 such that for N E N and z E D 
(ID,&, N)-’ - 111 < C”/N, 
and for z E D) (1 6 1: < P, n 3 1) 
ll&S;;, - 111 < Cl//en, 
which shows (A). 
Therefore we see that the class of infinitely renormalizable diffeomorphisms con- 
structed under the first definition contains that of diffeomorphisms done under the second 
definition. 
By Remark 5 the sequence {fn} is a C’-Cauchy sequence, and so its limit f : D --t D 
is an infinite renormalizable diffeomorphism constructed by using isotopies. 
The set Kt = or=, Uil, 0: is a Cantor set and f-invariant. For the diffeomorphism 
we have the following second result of this paper. 
Theorem B. Let f : D t D be an infinitely renormalizable d$feomorphism constructed 
with the isotopy method de$ned above and KI be the Cantor set related to f. 
(I) Suppose that 0 < dimH(Kt) < 1. Then f is of C’+E ifand only if& < dimH(Kt); 
(2) Suppose that I < dimH(KI). Then f is qf C2, and moreover f is of C2+E if and 
only if E + 1 < dimH(Kt ). 
Remark 6. The Hausdorff dimension of KI is - loge/ log T. 
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For the proof put s = - loge/ log T. Then the Hausdorff measure of KI is calculated 
as 
R’(Kt) = lim 
( i 
inf 
6--tO 
2 IU, n Kl(“: {U?,} is a S-cover of D 
%=I 1) 
Thus we have dimH(Kt ) < s. To see dimH(Kt ) > s define a sequence space I = 
nE,{l,..., e},andlet{l,..., c>h ave the discrete topology. Obviously I is a compact 
metric space under the product topology. For k 3 1 denote as 
I zi ,..., ZI; = {(ii,. ,ik,c&+l,. . .): 1 6 43 < c, .j 3 fc + l} 
a subset of I with initial terms (il, , ik), and define a set function p of I by 
P(& ,,._.) ik) = rks. 
Since 
P(Ii,,...,ik) = rks = rkS(!. r”) = -& (rk+‘y = -&I% ,,..., ik,j) 
j=l j=I 
we have that p is a Bore1 probability measure of I. 
For k 3 1 we write Jk = {(it,. , ik) / 1 < ij < !, 1 < j < k} and for convenience 
Di.,,tz ,_._I ik = D~,+e_(L~_lj+...+c”-‘.~~~_~~ ((G&. . ,Giz) E Jk). 
Since, for i = (it,. ,ik), i’ = (ii,. , ik) E Jk 
Di, ic+, c Di, 
Di n Di, = 8, if i # i’, 
UD; =UD~ 
j Jk 
(the notation i, ik+t means that i, il~+t = (il, , ik, irc+t)), we have that 
{D: 1 1 < i < ek} = {Di I,..., zlc 1 (in,. . , ik) E Jk}. 
For (il, iz,. . .) E I there exists a unique point zi,,iz ,,,, E Kt such that z2,,i2 ,,.. = 
nE”=, Di I,.,., ik. Thus, by h((i~, i2,. .)) = ~,,az,. a continuous bijection h: I + K1 is 
defined, and thus for any ball B 
p(h-‘B) = p(h-‘(B nK,)) = p({(i,,,i2,...) / zi,,iz,... E K1 n B}). (tt) 
Let B be a ball of radius u < 1 and let Ica = min{k 3 0 1 rk < IL}. Then we have 
r . u < radius of Di ,,,,,, ikg < U, 
and the cardinality of 
&I = {CL. . , ho) E Jkc, I Di I,..., jlcg n B f @> 
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is at most 9/4 (see [3, Lemma 9.21). Thus, 
I.L(~-IB) < p( g”,,...,tkO) (from (tt)) 
f CT’ylS < Cu” < (9/4)u”, 
&I &I 
from which we have ‘+L’(Kl) > 0 (see Mass distribution principle [3]), and therefore 
dimH(Kl) > s. 
Remark 7. The C2-diffeomorphism f : D + D constructed in [4] belongs to the class of 
infinitely renormalizable diffeomorphisms defined by using isotopies. Thus the example 
of Franks and Young satisfies Theorem B. 
Proof of Theorem B. Proof of (1) is very similar to that of (2). Thus we give the proof 
of (2) and will omit it of (1). 
By Remark 6 we know that dimH(Kl) = - loge/ logr, and so write 
s = - logC/logr. 
We claim that C03-diffeomorphisms g(i, en) have the property that for n 3 1 and 1 6 
i < en there is 2; > 0 satisfying 
jj@g(i, e”)jj G E/l”, ))@g(i, !“)JJ 6 C/Q”. ($) 
This is obtained by applying Lemma 3 of [4]. From the construction of f it follows that 
forsED:\(U3e~~‘o~“)andn~ 1, 1 <i<lF”, 
f(z) = fn+l (x) = 7-n .5J(% en) (h - Pwn) + P~,+Qwxw” 
and thus 
D5f = @&+1 = 7--n D&,,+J(i, l”), 
gf = D&+1 = T-2n D;+,r),Tn)g(i, P). 
We use (1) and have then 
[[XII G 0(7% 1[0;2.q < @(r’e)“. (G) 
Therefore we can conclude that f is of C*, since re > 1. 
Next we prove that if E + 1 < dimH(Kl) then f is of C2+E. To do so we divide the 
proof into three parts. Pick up points 2, y from D. 
Part (a): If 5, y E KI, then we have Dzf = Dif = 0. Obviously 
ll@f - D;fll = 0 6 12 - yjs-‘. 
Part (b): If there exist n 3 1 and 1 f i 6 Cn such that 5, y E 0; \ (Uz:’ DTf2), 
then by the mean value theorem 
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I+. 4. C;LSC (Cl) 
Since dimH(Kl) < 2, we have &’ < I and so by ($$) 
from which 
Since r”li = I and Iz - ~1 < r“, we have 
1 13: - ?,/2-s ~ ] 
(?-“ep (T”)*-” 
and therefore 
IlLQ - o;fll < (E/&)jn: - :,ls-‘. (M) 
Part (c): When the points 5, y do not satisfy (a) and (b), we have z $ K1 or y $ KI. 
Define the integer 
and for the case when z E ufz, 0:“” \ (U:Y$’ OF+’ ) it suffices to show ($I$). In fact 
it follows that z E Dz for some 1 < 1:” < P. The point y satisfies one of the two 
cases 
Fig. 5. Case (C2). 
Fig. 6. 
Let ht : [O, l] x R2 4 IR2 be the C”“-isotopy and (Di 1 1 < i < e} be the subdisks 
appearing in the construction off. We define 
6 = ,$n, { min {+&A), h@j)), d(-P h@,)) I 1 < i # j G t}}. 
Obviously, b > 0. The shadow parts of Figs. 4 and 5 are copies of the shadow part of 
Fig. 6. Figs. 4 and 5 are 9-I and PO+’ times as large respectively. Thus we have 
6TQ,+’ 6 IJ: - UI. 
In both cases (Cl) and (C2) we have by using ($$) that 
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Therefore we conclude that f is of C2+E when E < s- 1 = dimH (K1 ) - 1. This concludes 
the proof of the “only if” part. The proof of the “if” part is clear by Theorem A. 0 
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